The new CHAMBER AID
makes changing a brake cylinder
easier than ever!

Experienced commercial mechanics will be very familiar with
the situation: The brake cylinder and spring brake cylinder are
often very difficult to access. Usually the entire wheel needs to be
removed, a cumbersome task, especially when a technical defect
requires a quick repair on the go. The tool makes access to both
securing nuts considerably easier.
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This saves you time and money. In future, the wheel can stay put,
but repairs can still be completed in record time.
Workshop professionals often note that the installation and
removal of brake cylinders is a time-consuming task.
In conjunction with the tool specialists from HAZET, the PE
developers have designed what we call the CHAMBER AID tool
to suit those narrow spaces. Otherwise, using a torque wrench
would be practically impossible with the wheel still mounted.
The CHAMBER AID wrench enables access to the two fixing
nuts on the majority of current commercial vehicle and trailer
models, not just to remove them, but also to ensure subsequent
re-installation, with the correct torque. For this, the bolts can
simply be tightened after work is complete using the appropriate
torque wrench. The wheel can remain mounted throughout the
entire brake cylinder repair process.
The quick repair process speaks for itself and makes the
CHAMBER AID a real “must-have” in every toolbox.

Speak to our parts experts today for parts advice or a quote!
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Call us NOW on 01977 553936
All manufacturers names, numbers, symbols and descriptions are used for reference purposes only and do not imply that any Goods and/or Services or part listed is the product of
these manufacturers. *Free delivery to selected postcodes, excluding Saturdays. Speak to our parts experts. Some areas excluded and additional charges apply.

